ABSTRACT Nowadays it is commonly accepted that knowledge, as a resource has become increasingly important in the drive toward knowledge-driven innovation in the manufacturing industry, and which is especially critical for the research and development of complex equipment. In China, there are several fields of manufacturing, such as aviation, ship, and electronics. Although each of them has its own professional technology, they also take advantage of the basic common manufacturing technology. Thus, it is meant for sharing manufacturing technology knowledge. In order to promote innovation, a manufacturing technology knowledge retrieval system is developed to make more efficient use of manufacturing technology knowledge. Manufacturing technology knowledge is a phrase with vast meanings, which may include knowledge of different manufacturing process means, machine, and process capabilities or the latest technology developments. In this system, the manufacturing technology knowledge is defined and organized. A knowledge retrieval method based on the weighted fusion of ontology-based semantic extension (OSE) and user-based collaborative filtering (UCF) is proposed and described detailed. On this basis, the prototype system of manufacturing technology knowledge retrieval system is developed. Its architecture and main functions are elaborated. The results of this system facilitate the sharing of manufacturing knowledge, and it is expected to accelerate the process of knowledge transfer, to improve the level of the overall manufacturing technology.
I. INTRODUCTION
At present, it is an era of knowledge economy. Digitizing the existing manufacturing technology knowledge will play an important role to realize the improvement and innovation of the manufacture. Knowledge is the key competitiveness of the enterprise [1] . In addition, the management of manufacturing technology involves every aspects of the enterprise [2] . There are several fields of manufacturing in China, such as aviation, ship, and electronics etc. Although each field involves its own special knowledge, every field also contains some basic manufacturing technology including machining, electronic processing, casting, additive manufacturing etc. Meanwhile, the R&D (Research and Development) of the complex equipment in these fields especially needs these basic common manufacturing knowledge to complement their knowledge
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domains and develop innovations in a better, faster and effective way [3] . However, the relevant knowledge and the latest manufacturing technology is owned by independent manufacturing field itself. Thus, it is very important to share the manufacturing technology knowledge with collaboration in an opened platform.
To address these issues, we propose a framework of manufacturing technology knowledge retrieval system to facilitate the manufacturing technology knowledge sharing and collaboration in many manufacturing fields. The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section II reviews the related research. The overall description of the manufacturing technology knowledge retrieval system are described in Section III including the mechanism of the retrieval method and the data supporting modules of this method. Based on the mechanism mentioned above Section IV and Section V elaborate the procedures of OSE and UCF respectively. And then the procedures of weight fusion of OSE and UCF is presented in detail in Section VI. Finally, mapping of these methods and procedures a prototype system is developed in Section VII. Section VIII concludes the paper.
II. RELATED RESEARCH
The knowledge base system is developed on the basis of the artificial intelligence and the intelligent database. It is an intelligent computer information system, which manages, accesses and shares knowledge systematically by using the computer [4] . In 1970s, a large number of artificial intelligence based expert systems and knowledge-based processing systems have emerged. In 1980s, the emergence of knowledge base system based on predicate logic has realized large-scale knowledge management and storage. In 1990s, the knowledge base system based on inexact reasoning and non-classical logics appeared. After that, the knowledge base system has been widely used and developed in various fields. The active database, the knowledge base system used in decision support system and CAD were established [5] .
In the general field, many general knowledge bases, such as HowNet and WordNet [6] , are set up, such as the synonym set and inheritance relation, which can be used as a tool for the expansion of Natural Language Processing and vocabulary. Because of lack of reasoning and professionalism, it can only be used as a general dictionary and it cannot solve the problem in the domain [7] .
Along with the research on ontology, ontology knowledge base has been studied and applied in many fields, such as information retrieval, product information modeling and knowledge base in the fields of education, medicine, law, economics and fault diagnosis. Li et al. [8] designed ontology model describing the space related information of humans, events and indoor space objects as well as their relations to meet the indoor semantic query, and designed a new method based on ontology model which could support complex indoor space semantic query. La-Ongsri and Roddick [9] investigated the incorporation of ontologies into three popular conceptual modeling methodologies, presenting the Ontological Entity-Relationship (OntoER) model, Ontological Object Role Modelling (OntoORM) and the Ontological Unified Modelling Language (OntoUML) class diagram to improve the situation that existing conceptual models were not rich enough to incorporate ontologies in one single conceptual schema. Ji et al. [10] used ontology-based semantic similarity to facilitate the article screening process for systematic reviews, which could be easily applied to any SR topics in the biomedical domain with generalizability. Liu et al. [11] proposed granular computing (GrC) on ontology as a solution to the problem of modeling complex architectures. Lu et al. [12] proposed an ontology-guided approach that provides semantic primitive representation of legal information with intention perspective.
Information retrieval system (IR) is the field of computer science that deals with the processing of documents containing free text, so that the documents can be rapidly retrieved based on keywords specified in a user's query [13] .
Traditional information retrieval is literal mechanical matching. The mature retrieval models include the vector space model, boolean retrieval model and probability retrieval model. Different from the Traditional information retrieval, knowledge retrieval emphasizes the role of semantics and achieves indexing at the semantic and conceptual levels [14] . Yang et al. [15] presented a new approach using coveringbased rough set theory to improve traditional UBCF in RSs. Zhang et al. [16] proposed a novel effective collaborative filtering algorithm based on user preference clustering to reduce the impact of the data sparsity. Liang and Li [17] designed a system model of intelligent science based on ontology.
Current recommendation methods include the itembased, user-based, rule-based and hybrid recommendation approaches [18] . The recommendation methods are widely used in the Internet, e-commerce and other fields.
To sum up, the previous research are mostly focus on general situation in specific filed. Moreover, it lacks solution for sharing the manufacturing technology knowledge frequently used by R&D in several manufacturing filed. Meanwhile, because of the heterogeneity of manufacturing technology knowledge and lacking of semantics, the machine is difficult to understand and process automatically. On the other hand, although the interest and requirements of the R&D technicians are usually differentčhis characteristics influence the knowledge requirement. Users in same fields and at same levels may need same knowledge. The common knowledge base system that adopts single knowledge retrieval method cannot meet the requirement of knowledge sharing and reusing. To tackle these problems, this paper establishes a framework of manufacturing technology knowledge retrieval system for different manufacturing fields in China and proposes the retrieval method based on weighted fusion of OSE and UCF.
III. A MANUFACTURING TECHNOLOGY KNOWLEDGE RETRIEVAL SYSTEM DESCRIPTION
A. SYSTEM OVERVIEW The manufacturing technology knowledge retrieval system stores the relevant knowledge and resource information of the different manufacturing process technology, machine and process capabilities or the latest technology developments, and has the mechanisms of acquiring, representing and retrieving knowledge, as well as provides corresponding interfaces for the technicians. It can realize the functions of knowledge management (such as knowledge acquisition, representation, retrieval, etc.) and data management (add, modify, delete, update, etc.).
This system is designed for the design and manufacture of complex equipment in different manufacturing fields. The areas include aviation, spaceflight, shipbuilding, electronics, and other industries, and the manufacturing technical fields are divided into precision machining, electronic processing and electrical interconnection, material forming, assembly technology, welding, precision forming and so on. The scheme of the manufacturing technology knowledge retrieval system is shown in Figure 1 .
B. THE MECHANISM OF THE RETRIEVAL METHOD
In the traditional information retrieval, the results are relatively confusing, and weak targeted to searchers. In this paper, a hybrid knowledge retrieval model based on weighted fusion of OSE (ontology-based semantic extension) and UCF (userbased collaborative filtering) is proposed. The procedure of the method is shown in Figure 2 .
The main principles of this model are: 1) According to the concept of manufacturing technology knowledge and its relationship, the ontology of manufacturing technology knowledge was used to mark the semantic information for the knowledge resources to form the knowledge index;
2) According to the retrieval keywords, based on the manufacturing technology knowledge ontology model, the similarity between the concepts and the retrieval keyword is calculated to extend the semantic keywords. Thus, the user's retrieval intent can be described more accurately, and it is convenient for computer processing;
3) A VSM-based method is used to get the matched knowledge resources, and a preliminary knowledge retrieval result is formed; 4) Based on the user attribute model, combining user's evaluation of knowledge resources, the user-based collaborative filtering was adopted to retrieve the knowledge resources which the user may need;
5) The two search results are integrated by using a certain weight distribution mechanism, so that the integrated search results can more accurately meet the users' knowledge needs; 6) Finally, using the theory of forgetting curves, according to the data of the system user log, the most current user knowledge results are filter out.
C. THE DATA SUPPORTINH MODULES OF THE METHOD
Data support modules are the basis of knowledge retrieval system, which mainly include knowledge resources, knowledge ontology model, knowledge index, system log, user attribute and knowledge evaluation.
1) MANUFACTURING TECHNOLOGY KNOWLEDGE RESOURCES
Manufacturing technology knowledge resources refer to the knowledge and resource information of the different VOLUME 7, 2019 FIGURE 2. Knowledge retrieval method flow based on OSE and UCF.
manufacturing process means, machines and process capabilities or the latest technology developments, covering the basic manufacturing technologies on precision and ultra-precision machining, electronic processing, casting, additive manufacturing, advanced welding, composite forming, assembly technique, precision forming, heat treatment, surface engineering and so on. These knowledge resources are utilized during the product design and manufacturing process. The manufacturing technology knowledge resources in this system are organized in text format and consist of many knowledge items.
2) THE ONTOLOGY MODEL
The manufacturing technology knowledge can be used in product research, design, manufacturing and assist technicians decision-making, so as to improve work efficiency. The semantic consistency in the process of knowledge sharing and reuse is the key issue for both humans and computers. As ontology has been defined as a 'formal, explicit specification of a shared conceptualization', it plays an important role in expressing and promoting knowledge sharing and reuse by establishing a global knowledge model at the organizational level.
As shown in Figure 3 , the ontology model of the manufacturing technology knowledge is designed in this paper.
Manufacturing technology knowledge (MTK) is mainly composed of knowledge sources, industry categories, domain categories and knowledge types. In addition, manufacturing technology knowledge also includes attributes such as manufacturing technology knowledge ID, storage path, knowledge carrier and knowledge description. This model is constructed by Protégé, and the relationships and constraints between each ontology class are set.
3) KNOWLEDGE INDEX
The knowledge index is used to mark the characteristics and content of knowledge and make a unified description of knowledge to facilitate knowledge retrieval. It can reflect the content of knowledge items and knowledge resource, which is the pretreatment of knowledge resources. Using the index, the semantic association between knowledge index and manufacturing technology knowledge ontology is formed and the efficiency and accuracy of knowledge retrieval can be improved.
Definition 1 (Knowledge Index): Knowledge Index refers to the main characteristics of the knowledge item. The structure of knowledge index KI can be represented by a four element expression. 
where:
ID represents index ID. It uses a GUID code to represent; PR represents the set of knowledge attributes. Its main attributes include knowledge name, creation time, characteristic keyword set, knowledge type, etc.; DS is a description of knowledge, which is mainly described in detail for specific types of knowledge; RL represents knowledge resource location in the system.
The construction process of knowledge index is a process of extracting attributes and features of knowledge items. The specific Steps are as follow:
Step 1: Get the index of the knowledge item file, then generate a GUID code as the unique identification code of the index;
Step 2: Import the attribute values of knowledge item from the system database, including the knowledge name, knowledge ID, knowledge type, creation time, resource location, etc.;
Step 3: First judge the type of the knowledge, if it is text type, then use the TF-IDF algorithm to extract the characteristic key words. If it is not text type, then annotate the characteristic key words of the knowledge item by manual annotation;
Step 4: Organize all index information in XML format;
Step 5: Write the index information to the knowledge index file.
Knowledge index uses the conceptual terms in the ontology model constructed above to describe all manufacturing technology knowledge items. So each knowledge index is a knowledge annotation with semantic information, which makes it possible to accurately match the user's knowledge retrieval requirements. The mapping relation between knowledge index and manufacturing technology knowledge and knowledge item is one to one. It is just a link of the knowledge item and does not modify its specific content and structure. Therefore, knowledge index can be described to any type of knowledge item.
4) SYSTEM LOG
Knowledge retrieval based on user attribute requires the users' related attribute. These data partly come from the system database, and the other come from the system log. In this paper, the data information of the system log is divided into user logs and knowledge usage logs. User logs mainly record user operation information, and knowledge usage logs mainly record relevant data information used by knowledge items.
The role of user logs is to explore user's interests, habits and user's behavior. Through analyzing and mining user logs, the user's intentions are reflected. The specific contents of the log include the client IP address, the client's user ID, the requested instruction information, the feedback information and so on. We can filter out the data information related to the users and choose a certain format of the system user log by mining the information in the system log. The related properties and descriptions of user logs are shown in Table 1 .
Knowledge log is an important source of scoring data for users' evaluation of knowledge items. Users' knowledge operation is mainly divided into browsing and retrieval in the system. When users retrieve relevant knowledge items, the system returns a list of retrieval results based on the retrieval keywords, and users do different operations on the items in the list, such as reading, ignoring a certain item of knowledge, and collecting a certain item. These operations reflect the user's attention to a certain knowledge, so that it can be converted into the score to the knowledge item by a certain transformation. The specific contents of VOLUME 7, 2019 the knowledge usage log properties include the following attributes: Timestamp, knowledge ID, client IP, user ID, and user's specific operation on knowledge items. The related properties and descriptions of knowledge usage logs are shown in Table 2 .
5) USER ATTRIBUTES
User attribute model is the foundation to achieve user clustering and get the user's nearest neighbor. There are many ways to get data of user attribute model, such as explicit capture and implicit acquisition. Explicit capture refers to providing users with relevant information through user registration, feedback and other operations, such as user's name, educational background, job type and other information. Implicit acquisition means a number of information obtained by the analysis of some behavior of the user, such as the analysis of the retrieval words entered by the user, the users' operation of the knowledge item etc.
Explicit capture and implicit acquisition are used together to construct the user's attribute model. The user attribute model is divided into two parts, static attribute and dynamic attribute. Static attribute is the basic information. Dynamic attribute is the dynamic information from the retrieval keyword of user.
a: USER STATIC ATTRIBUTE
The static user attribute mainly refers to the user's background information, which is characterized by stable structure. According to the practical situation of the manufacturing technology knowledge retrieval system, the dimensions of the user's static attribute characteristics are gender, age, industry, job title, educational level, and the field engaging or studying in.
The system obtains user's static attributes through explicit capture. When the user registers, the system prompts the user to fill in the relevant information, which is stored in the system database, and automatically extracts the relevant information from the database to build the user attribute model.
b: USER DYNAMIC ATTRIBUTE
The user dynamic attribute is obtained by analyzing the historical retrieval words input by the user. It is used to sort out the concern of the user, to reflect the user's needs. The system obtains the dynamic attributes of users by mining the user logs. When the user does the retrieval, the corresponding the operation will be recorded in the user log and his history retrieval keywords will be extracted. Then the keywords will be matched with the ontology concepts to form a set of dynamic attributes for the user.
6) KNOWLEDGE EVALUATION
The knowledge retrieval method based on user attribute in this paper is essentially a user based collaborative filtering recommendation. The key points are the establishment of the user model, the construction of the similar user group and the recommendation based on the score of the knowledge items. Collaborative filtering is widely applied in ecommerce, network push and other fields. Its technology is relatively mature. Therefore, this paper applies the idea of collaborative filtering in knowledge retrieval to achieve personalized retrieval.
In view of this idea, a user knowledge scoring matrix is constructed based on the user attribute model, so as to achieve collaborative filtering recommendation. A user knowledge scoring mechanism is proposed based on the specific requirements of the manufacturing technology knowledge retrieval system.
When users do retrieval in the system, a list of retrieval results is obtained. With these results, the main behaviors of the users are:
(1) Delete: The user removes the knowledge items in the list that are irrelevant to their tasks, and it indicates that the knowledge item does not match user's retrieval intent.
(2) Ignore: The user does not handle any knowledge item, and it indicates that the retrieval result has little value or is currently not needed. (3) View: The user clicks on knowledge item to see its detailed contents, and it indicates that the user is interested in this search result, which may conform to his retrieval intent.
(4) Collect: Through the collection function in the system, the user saves the knowledge item to view in the future. It indicates that the user thinks that the knowledge item is important.
By analyzing the user behavior to knowledge items, a mapping relationship between user behavior and evaluation value of knowledge items is obtained, and the specific mapping relationship is shown in Table 3 .
IV. ONTOLOGY-BASED SEMANTIC EXTENSION A. SEMANTIC EXTENSION BASED ON ONTOLOGY
The user retrieval keywords by the word segmentation are some terms related to the concepts of the manufacturing technology knowledge ontology, and it cannot reflect the true intention of the user. It is needed to identify the semantic information of the user's retrieval to improve the accuracy and efficiency of the knowledge retrieval. Therefore, the expansion of the keywords for the users is important in knowledge retrieval, which can accurately understand the user's retrieval intention.
The research of traditional extension methods is mainly focused on word table based query extension, data mining based and machine learning method. These methods cannot reflect the user's true retrieval intention because they are implemented by the character extension which ignores the semantic information. The semantic deviation and ambiguity of retrieval cannot be eliminated. The semantic extension method based on ontology is adopted to solve this problem. In [19] , a comprehensive semantic similarity algorithm based on ontology is proposed to solve the problem of low efficiency of traditional knowledge retrieval. On the basis of this algorithm, an improved semantic extension method based on ontology concept relation, concept depth, concept density and concept attribute is proposed to expand the semantic extension of user retrieval keywords and knowledge index.
This method calculates the semantic similarity between the keyword and the ontology concept, and then extends a keyword into a group of keywords with a certain semantic relationship. The implementation process of the method is described as follows.
Step 1 (Semantic Similarity Calculation Based on Ontology Relationship): The relationship type between concepts determines the semantic similarity of the two concepts. The previous section has established the relationship between the concepts. During calculation, the semantic similarity is expressed as W 1 (C 1 , C 2 ) based on the actual relationship of two concepts. C 1 , C 2 represent two directly adjacent ontology concepts respectively. C 1 represents the superior concept. C 2 represents a junior concept. The value setting of W 1 (C 1 , C 2 ) is shown as shown in Table 4 .
Step
(Semantic Similarity Calculation Based on Conceptual Depth of Ontology):
In ontological structure, the distance from the concept to the root node is the conceptual depth value, the depth of the root node is 0, in the second level depth is 1, and the depth value of the concept is derived by this analogy. The shortest path between the two concepts is defined as the distance between them. When the two concepts of distance are equal, the smaller the depth, the more similar of these two concepts are; when the sum of the two depths is greater, the two concepts are more similar.
According to the influence of conceptual depth on the conceptual semantic similarity, the relationship between the similarity values of two ontology concepts W 2 (C 1 , C 2 ) (C 1 represents superior concept, C 2 represents junior concept) and its depth are defined as follows:
In order to make calculation convenient, W 2 (C 1 , C 2 ) only consider the linear relation between the sum and the difference of the depth. η is the coefficient which control the value of
Step 3 (Semantic Similarity Calculation Based on Ontological Concept Density): The density of ontological concept refers to the number of subordinate concepts connected with the concept. The bigger density, the more similar of concepts is. The similarity values of two concepts W 3 (C 1 , C 2 ) (C 1 represents superior concept, C 2 represents junior concept) and its density des(C) are defined as follows:
where: µ is control coefficient which control the value of
Step 4 (Semantic Similarity Calculation Based on Ontological Concept Attributes): The attributes of ontological concepts determine most of the information contained in VOLUME 7, 2019 an ontology. The relationship between the similarity values of two ontology concepts W 4 (C 1 , C 2 ) (C 1 represents superior concept, C 2 represents junior concept) and its properties set prp(C) are defined as follows:
| represents the number of same attributes in two concepts. |prp (C 1 ) ∪ prp (C 2 )| represents the number of all the attributes of the two concepts.
There is a correlation between the relationship type, the conceptual depth, the density and the attribute. It is necessary to consider these factors when calculating the similarity of the two concepts. When the two concepts are synonymous, or the attributes of the two concepts are the same, the two concepts can be considered as the same. Therefore, considering the relationship type, the depth, the density and the attribute of the ontology concept, the similarity values of the two concepts is expressed as:
In addition, we need to set certain boundaries for the extension scope, and only expand in the effective scope can we realize the optimization of semantic expansion. Therefore, the similarity threshold θ is set. When Sim (C 1 , C 2 ) ≥ θ, these two concepts can be used for semantic extension and filled into the keywords set.
To sum up, each keyword or characteristic word can be extended to a set, and the similarity between the extended words and the keyword is within a certain threshold. When the original keyword is T i , the extended word in the set is TC i and the similarity between each extension word and the original keyword is Sim(T i , TC i ).
B. KNOWLEDGE RETRIEVAL BASED ON VSM
In the manufacturing technology knowledge retrieval system, both the retrieval requirements of user input and the description of the knowledge index are expressed in the form of text. Therefore, the similarity of the retrieval requirements and the knowledge items can be matched by calculating the similarity of the text. The VSM (Vector Space Model) proposed by Gerard Salton and others in 1958 is a simple and efficient text representation model. By VSM, the text content can be transformed into a vector including features weights. The method has been widely applied in text categorization, information indexing and information retrieval.
The basic principle of VSM is to transform the retrieval source and retrieval input into vector composed of independent keywords. By setting the weight of each keyword in the source and input, the similarity degree of the retrieval source vector and the retrieval input vector is calculated.
The implementation steps of the similarity matching based on VSM are as follow:
Step 1 (Construction of Text Vector Model): Through the word segmentation processing and semantic extension described in the previous section, the knowledge item index and the user retrieval input were transformed into a text vector set composed of key words or feature words through semantic extension, and the user retrieval input vector can be expressed as: V q = V q1 , V q2 , · · · , V qn . The knowledge item is expressed as: V k = (V k1 , V k2 , · · · , V km ). Among them, V qi and V ki denote the terms of user retrieval vector and knowledge item index vector respectively.
Step 2 (The Text Vector Is Converted to a Numerical Vector): The TF-IDF (Term Frequency -Inverse Document Frequency) method is a more mature technology in the field of information retrieval for the calculation of the value of the weight in the vector. The weight calculation of TF-IDF is as follows:
where:
represents frequency of keyword i that appears in the document j; max Others (i, j) represents in document j, the maximum keyword frequency; N represents the total number of documents; n (i)
represents The number of documents that keyword i is in the documents N .
Therefore, the user retrieved input vector can be expressed as: The word items in the user retrieval vector and the index vector of the knowledge item are all the words set up by the semantic extension. There is a certain difference between the original word item and the original word item. Therefore, the concept of 'extended weight' is introduced. The user retrieval vector and knowledge item index vector are improved to distinguish the contribution degree of the original word item and the extended word item to the retrieval.
In general, the original keywords and feature words can directly refelect the original text, that is, the direct description of the user's retrieval information and the knowledge index. Therefore, the weight of the original keyword and the feature word are set to 1. For extended words, the similarity Sim(T i , TC i ) between extended words and original words is used as the extended weight (S qi , S ki ). Therefore, the improved vector model is as follows:
where: V q , V k represent the improved user search vectors and knowledge item index vectors respectively; S qi represents the extended weight of word item V qi in V q ; S ki represents the extended weight of word item V k in V ki .
Step 3 (Vector Similarity Calculation): VSM transforms the similarity between the knowledge item index and the user's retrieval input into the matching of the space vector. The calculation of vector similarity is mainly based on the cosine angle between vectors. The formula is as follows:
After adding the extended weight, the formula of vector similarity is improved to:
where: r represents the number of dimensions combined with the dimension of vector V q and vector V k . If a vector does not contain a word, the weight of the word is set to 0. According to the improved formula of vector similarity, the similarity between the user retrieval vector and the index vector is obtained, and then the initial search results list LK 1 k, Sim V q , V k is obtained and ordered by the value of the similarity.
V. USER BASED COLLABORATIVE FILTERING
The main idea of collaborative filtering is using the past behavior of the existing user groups to predict what the current user is most likely to like or to be interested in. This method is mainly used in online retail systems to customize customer needs to promote sales. This method has been studied for many years, and its advantages and performances are well known. It has been successfully verified in real environment and manual test data [20] .
User based nearest neighbor recommendation is a common method of collaborative filtering. Firstly, the current user's related attribute information and his score data are as input. Secondly, find the nearest neighbor who has similar preference. Finally, predict the item for the current user by the nearest neighbor score. Value and a list of items containing N items is recommended.
After constructing the user attribute model and the knowledge item scoring mechanism, this paper combines the user based collaborative filtering method into the process of knowledge retrieval. A collaborative filtering recommendation method based on the nearest neighbor is proposed in order to match requirements for the personalized retrieval. The method of collaborative filtering recommendation based on nearest neighbor is divided into three steps. First step is determining similar users. Second step is predicting the evaluation value of the knowledge based on the score value of the knowledge item of similar user group. Third step is sorting the results.
Step 1 (Identifying Similar Users): According to the user attribute model and the knowledge item scoring mechanism, the determination of similar users is realized mainly by analyzing the user attribute model and the user's score matrix of the knowledge item. The clustering methods of users are as follow: (1) convert user static model into digital model and calculate the similarity between users by its Euclidean distance; (2) calculate the similarity degree of the user's retrieval input by TF-IDF method according to the user dynamic model; (3) calculate the user similarity by cosine similarity according to user score matrix; (4) the three aspects are integrated to calculate the overall user similarity, thus a similar user list after a certain weight allocation are obtained.
(User Clustering Based on User Static Model):
According to the literature research, users' gender, age, occupation, cultural background and other characteristics information will have a relatively large impact on their interest preferences. Therefore, it can be clustered according to the user's personal characteristics information. We can find the nearest neighbor cluster of the target user through the user clustering.
In this paper, the user static attributes are: gender, age, industry, job title, education level, and field engaged in. Each attribute is transformed into the numerical information. It can effectively improve the expression of the user's static property. The transformation rules are shown in table 5.
According to the transformation rules described in table 3, the static attributes of users can be transformed into numeric vectors. For example, a 27 year old male user, whose work is the field of engine, its title as an assistant engineer, a master's degree, and a field structural design, can be expressed as a vector: (1 2 3 3 3 4) .
After the user's static attributes are transformed into numerical vectors, the similarity between users can be weighed according to the similarity calculation method of numerical vectors. The similarity between numerical vectors can be calculated by Euclidean distance. The formula of calculating the Euclidean distance is as follows:
where: U 0 represents the current user; U i is the rest of the users.
Step 1.2 (User Clustering Based on User Dynamic Model):
As mentioned above, the user dynamic attribute is extracted from the user's historical retrieval in the user log of the system. Therefore, the user dynamic attributes can be used as the basis for aggregation of user's neighbors. Since the user's dynamic attribute is a set made up of a series of key words, the user's dynamic attribute can be described as an N dimension vector, and the dimension of the vector is the number of the key words.
Then the text vector can be converted to a vector of keyword frequency by the VSM method. The similarity degree between the current user vector and the other user vector is calculated according to the similarity relation of the space vector. The larger the value is, the more similar the two vectors are. The similarity calculation formula used here is shown as follows:
where: U ij represents the word frequency of the word; j in each user vector.
Finally, a similar user list L 1 (U i , Sim 1 (U 0 , U i )) is obtained based on the similarity degree.
Step 1.3 (User Clustering Based on User Rating Matrix):
The rating values in the user rating matrix reflect the user's scoring habits. Therefore, the scores in the rating matrix can be transformed into the vectors on the user dimension, and the similarity between the users' habits can be weighed by calculating the Pearson correlation coefficient between the vectors, thus the similar user sets are sorted. In the process of computing, knowledge heat is considered, and the similarity calculation formula is optimized.
Definition 2 (Knowledge Heat): Knowledge Heat refers to the degree to which knowledge item is concerned.
The higher the degree, the more number of users concern the knowledge items. The knowledge heat can be calculated as follows:
where, r ij represents the score of user i on knowledge item j; N is the total number of users. In the process of computing, if the user does not rate the knowledge item, the user will be skipped. The knowledge heat is to reduce the importance of the high rated knowledge items to the nearest neighbor of the user, that is, the higher the knowledge heat is, the lower the function of the calculation of the similarity of the user. The traditional Pearson correlation coefficient formula is as follows:
where: U ik represents the score of the user to the knowledge item k; U i represents the average score of user U i on all knowledge items; K represents the total number of knowledge items.
After adding the knowledge heat, the improved formula of Pearson correlation coefficient is changed to:
Finally, based on the result of formula 12, we can get a similar user list L 3 (U i , Sim 3 (U 0 , U i )).
Step 1.4 (Determine the Final Nearest User Set):
According to the three similar users sets, it needs to be weighted together to get the final list of similar users. The weighted similarity formula calculated by normalization is as follows:
where: N i represents the order of user U i in the list of i; α, β, ε represent the weight coefficient respectively, and α + β + ε = 1 (During the experiment, when α, β, ε were taken 0.33, 0.35 and 0.32 respectively, the experimental results were better.); min(Sim 1 ), max(Sim 2 ), max(Sim 3 ) represent the extreme values of three similar user lists respectively.
Finally, according to the final weighted similarity, the final similar user set is obtained in descending. Top-N similar users can be selected.
Step 2 (Predict the Score of Knowledge Item): After obtaining the user nearest neighbor set, the prediction score of the knowledge item is calculated according to the improved cosine similarity calculation method. The calculation formula is as follows:
where: K represents a knowledge item that the current user does not rate; U ik represents the score of U i for knowledge items K in similar user set; U 0 represents the current user's average score for all knowledge items; N represents the total number of users in a similar user set.
Step 3 (Sort the Results): According to threshold λ, the knowledge items are sorted in descending order by the predicted score of knowledge item, and the final retrieval result LK 2 (k, pred (U 0 , k)) is obtained.
VI. WEIGHT FUSION OF OSE AND UCF
Through ontology semantic extension, VSM retrieval and user attribute model retrieval, two independent knowledge retrieval results are obtained. How to combine the two results into the final result which is more consistent with the user's intention through weighted processing is the main research content of this section.
The lists of two independent knowledge retrieval results are LK 1 k, Sim V q , V k and LK 2 (k, pred (U 0 , k)). The knowledge items in these two lists may have intersection, so the two lists are combined to obtain a merged search result list by assigning different weights. The specific weighting process is shown in Table 6 .
The sorting of knowledge items in two retrieval results is considered, and the similarity value of the retrieval words and knowledge items and the prediction value of knowledge items are normalized.
Comprehensively considering the ordering of knowledge items in the two results, and normalizing the similarity value of the search term and the knowledge item. Then the ranking weights of each knowledge item are set to w i , and the calculation formula is as follows:
where: ϕ, ω are regulatory factors, and ϕ + ω = 1 (During the experiment, when ϕ and ω were taken 0.65 and 0.35 respectively, the experimental results were better); N 1 represents the sort of knowledge items in first list; N 2 represents the sort of knowledge items in second list; max(Sim), max(pred) represents the extremum in a similar list for normalization processing.
A. THE RETRIEVAL CONTROL BASED OF FORGETTING CURVE
When a user browses or pays attention to a knowledge item before, it shows that user is interested in the knowledge item. If a user browses a knowledge item several times, his impression of the knowledge will be more profound, and his interest or concern to the knowledge will be even higher. This subjective behavior is similar to human beings in the process of knowledge learning, forgetting and repetitive learning. It is bound to produce a similar attenuation with the forgetting process over time. Therefore, in the screening process of knowledge retrieval results, the factor of forgetting curve of learning memory is considered as a measure of the time-dependent change of knowledge items, which can better screen out the knowledge items that are actually related to the current user [21] . The forgetting curve is proposed by the German psychologist Ebbinghaus. Using the meaningless syllables as a material, the characteristics of memory aging over time are pointed out [22] .
According to the Ebbinghaus forgetting curve, the closer the user history learning is to the current time, the larger the reference value is, that is, the reference value of the user history learning information gradually decays with time. In addition, when the user is in a period of time, he focuses on a certain knowledge item many times, the memory will be more stable, so repetitive learning is a process of adjusting the forgetting curve.
As aging quantization grows with time, the exponential function is more suitable for describing aging quantification. The specific quantitative formula for the forgetting curve is as follows:
where: M 0 represents the initial memory; k indicates the rate of forgetting, which is the main factor reflecting the attenuation of the forgetting curve.
The forgetting curve reflects the trend of memory volume over time in a single time interval. When a user repeatedly learns a certain knowledge item within a certain period of time, the forgetting rate of the forgetting curve will gradually decrease, similar to the memory enhancement phenomenon in psychology [23] . Therefore, the forgetting curve of the repeated learning should be quantified. To simplify the calculation, the initial memory aging value is set to 100%, and the memory aging value is restored to 100% after each repetition of learning. As shown in Figure 4 , where n represents the number of times that a user learns a certain knowledge item.
As shown in Figure 4 , in the same time period, the beginning time of a forgetting interval is recorded as the start time, and the difference between the two memory aging values in the two continuous forgetting intervals is as follows:
As for the value of the time point of forgetting curve, the time stamp of user browsing a knowledge item is presented from the system user log, and the time unit is recorded as seconds. The value is recorded as the time difference between the current time point and the time stamp that the user has recently visited the knowledge item. The formula17 can be obtained:
In Figure 4 , it is known that max (µ) = 1 − e −k n−1 t . In order to control the adjustment degree of each user's forgetting curve, the user inertia coefficient ξ is introduced, and max (µ) is divided into ξ equal parts. The adjusted µ value is:
Plug formula19 into formula18, and get the following formula:
To sum up, after confirming the initial forgetting rate k 0 (k 0 = 1) and user inertia factor ξ (In the experimental calculation, when ξ takes a positive integer greater than 10, the effect of ξ on the recommended results is not obvious. So ξ here is 20) the user's memory time value for a certain knowledge item can be obtained at any time point, which is the knowledge item is based on the user forgetting. The weight of the curve is as follows:
Finally, the user memory aging weight is added to the original recommendation result (formula 16), and the final knowledge item weight is obtained
According to the weights W , the final retrieval results are sorted, and the results of TopN retrieval knowledge are returned to the users.
B. THE EXPERIMENTAL VERIFICATION 1) EXPERIMENT DESIGN
In order to verify the retrieval effect of the method based on the weighted fusion of OSE and UCF, the verification experiment is carried out.
a: THE EXPERIMENTAL THOUGHT
By comparing the retrieval results of three retrieval methods mentioned in table 7, we can evaluate the advantages and disadvantages of different methods.
UCF: The retrieval method based on user attribute collaborative filtering uses the dynamic and static attributes of the user and the score of knowledge items to predict the target users' evaluation of knowledge items to generate the retrieval results through the selection of similar users. OSE: The retrieval method based on ontology semantic extension uses the semantic extension of the query words and extension of and knowledge item index. Then the matching degree of the knowledge items and the query are calculated by the VSM model.
UOWF: This is a retrieval method based on weighted fusion of the ontology semantic extension and user attribute collaborative filtering.
b: EXPERIMENTAL DATA
To finish this experiment, the above three methods were developed in the manufacturing technology knowledge retrieval system. The experimental data of this experiment case were derived from the real data during the test stage of the system. The system is installed in the manufacturing enterprises. After the users used the system for one month, the dynamic and static attributes of the users, the rating information of the knowledge items and the related system log information were obtained. In this experiment, 1000 knowledge item data were selected, 10 users were asked to do the retrieval. The users were involved in assembly, machining technologies and with different static attributes. For each person, 10 groups of queries were input in the system respectively to check whether the retrieved results were compliable to the benchmark set up by the users. One group of query was consider as one time of experiment. Thus, it is total 10 times of experiments.
c: EVALUATION MEASURES
The knowledge retrieval evaluation usually selects the precision rate and the recall rate as the measures of the retrieval method. However, when the return number of the retrieval results is not fixed, it is usually based on the reciprocal relationship between the precision and the recall rate to evaluate the quality of retrieval method.
Precision rate indicates the exactness or fidelity. The calculation formula is as follows:
number of retrieved relevant knowledge items number of retrieved knowledge items (23) Recall rate is a measure of completeness. The calculation formula is as follows:
number of retrieved relevant knowledge items number of knowledge items (24) Due to the reciprocal relationship between precision and recall, when the recall rate is improved, the accuracy of the retrieval will be reduced, but the two evaluation indexes have a very important role in the evaluation of the retrieval results. Therefore, the F-measure is taken into consideration and the recall rate to evaluate the effect of the retrieval method. The larger the F value is, the higher the retrieval quality of the retrieval method will be. The calculation formula is as follows:
2) RESULT ANALYSIS Accord to the experiment, 10 times of experiments were carried out for the three retrieval methods involved in this paper, and for each round of experiment, the average precision rate of ten users and the average recall rate could be obtained. The precision rates of different retrieval methods for ten times are shown in Table 8 . The precision rate chart generated by different retrieval methods is shown in Figure 5 . According to the statistical analysis, the average precision of the three retrieval methods are 63.09%, 79.35%, 82.13%. The average accuracy of the weighted fusion retrieval method proposed in this paper is higher than the other two methods.
As shown in Table 9 , the recall rates of different retrieval methods for ten times are obtained. The chart of recall rate for different retrieval methods is shown in Figure 6 .
According to the statistical analysis, the average experimental recall rate of the three retrieval methods are 69.12%, 84.56%, 87.84%, and the weighted fusion retrieval method proposed in this paper is higher than the other two methods. The results of F-measure of different retrieval methods are shown in Table 10 and its chart of F-measure for different retrieval methods is shown in Figure 7 .
According to the statistical analysis, the average F-measure of the three retrieval methods are 0.6596, 0.8187 and 0.8489 in turn. Therefore, the F-measure of the weighted fusion retrieval method proposed in this paper is higher than the other two methods.
To sum up, the retrieval effect of the knowledge retrieval method based on ontology semantic extension and user attribute collaborative filtering is better than the other two single retrieval methods. Because this method combines many things to find the retrieval knot, such as the semantic extension of the retrieval words, the user's history retrieval records and the user's background attributes. It is more targeted and personalized, with higher precision and recall, and more satisfying the requirements of the knowledge base system of the manufacturing technology system than the other retrieval methods. It can be applied to the multi domain manufacturing technology retrieval process.
In addition, the influence of weight coefficient on the experimental results has not been considered in the experiment. In the practical application of the system, the parameter value of the weight coefficient can be modified according to the actual application situation.
VII. SYSTEM DEVELOPMENT A. SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE
The manufacturing technology knowledge retrieval system is a three layers architecture, including the user interface layer, the business logic layer and the data resource layer. The lower provides services to the upper one. The user interface layer provides functional interface and user views to the system users, such as the system administrator, the knowledge manager and the technician. This layer includes system management view, knowledge maintenance view, knowledge retrieval view and data statistics view. The business logic layer is the core of the system, and enables sharing of crucial functions. System management, knowledge maintenance, knowledge retrieval and data statistics are the main functions to achieve the goals of the system based on index mechanism and retrieval mechanism. The data resource layer is mainly used to store and manage the information and data, including manufacturing technology knowledge, system data, user log and knowledge using log etc. The specific architecture is shown in Figure 8 .
B. THE SYSTEM DEVELOPMENT
Based on the above framework and the retrieval method for manufacturing technology knowledge sharing, a prototype system is developed. Software tools involved in this prototype include Microsoft SQL server 2012 as an infrastructure of data storage and C# as development language. The main operation interfaces are shown in Figure 9 , including knowledge retrieval, knowledge maintenance, and user management and so on. The user can be added together with his information, as shown in Figure 9 (a) and then the user can browse the knowledge and maintain the knowledge nodes, as shown in Figure 9 (b). Base on the retrieval method, the retrieval results are returned. The user can evaluate the results, as shown in Figure 9 (c). In addition, the knowledge with more concern can be counted on, as shown in Figure 9(d) .
According to the feedback of the enterprise, the system has following advantages: the user interfaces are friendly and the system is easy to use; the manufacturing technology knowledge can be well described and easy to retrieval.
VIII. CONCLUSION
This study has outlined a manufacturing technology knowledge retrieval system based on OSE and UCF within which R&D technicians in different manufacturing fields could easily get the multiple domain manufacturing technology knowledge, for the benefit of each individual and the manufacturing field. It achieves the following results: 1) To promote the innovation and multi-domain knowledge collaboration, this paper proposes a platform which is convenient to different manufacturing fields for sharing the manufacturing technology knowledge.
2) A hybrid knowledge retrieval method based on ontology semantic extension and user attribute collaborative filtering is proposed and elaborated to improve the knowledge retrieval efficiency. First, the mechanism of the method are described in detail, and the data support modules are constructed. Then, the implementation process of knowledge retrieval method based on ontology semantic extension and VSM, the implementation process of knowledge retrieval method based on user attribute collaborative filtering, and the weighted optimization control of retrieval results combined with forgetting curve correlation principle are described in detail.
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